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For the first time in 500 years, Michelangelo s paintings on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel have

been brought together with the scripture on which they were based to provide a guide for scholars

and pilgrims to the Sistine Chapel.
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This is a beautifully assembled book! I have been to the Sistine Chapel many times. This is a

roadmap to that extraordinary ceiling. Tells you what you are going to see and where it is in the

Chapel. If you are contemplating going to Rome, worthwhile for you to get this first before touring

the Chapel. It will give you a good appreciation for what you are looking at. Also, considering the

many distractions when you go there, this will help ground your tour and give you a better

appreciation for this extraordinary space.

One of the most affordable books on the Sistine Chapel and yet with a look and feel of a much more

expensive book. Every panel of the chapel is accompanied with a Scripture quote and a description

of the painting. The author provides a significant overview of Michelangelo and this great work of art

in a substantial Introduction worth reading. An inspiring way to spend an evening or two meditating



on art and spiritual themes and ideas. Highly recommended!

Love this book! When you visit the Sistine Chapel you cannot stay for very long. With this book, you

can look as long as you like. This would be great to see/read before or after a visit to Rome!

got this for my granddaughter for her 21st birthday because she is an artist. it is a close-up scene by

scene of the Sistine Chapel. Great for anyone who has been to see the chapel or is going. also

good for artist to see the close up details of the each section of the ceiling.

This made a great gift for a couple we had traveled with. We had visited the Sistine Chapel together

and this was a beautiful picture book at a great price. I don't really write detailed reviews, but I will

say that I would now like one of these books for myself and I wish I had flipped through it before my

tour.

A fine art book for a very reasonable price. This ceiling artwork images are high quality. An

interesting introduction on the history of the Sistine Chapel and Michelangelo. Biblical references

and a description are provided for each image. Highly recommended!

I loved that each page was dedicated to one panel. The graphics were great and the description of

the art work was very informative. I need to go back there with this book in hand!

Excellent book with colorful glossy photos telling what each separate paintings of the Sistine ceiling

are about. He painted it standing up. He didn't learn too much about painting. Was a sculptor that

transformed him as a genius first. Even if a person is an atheist, it's a good short history of what this

genius could do.Good text. Good book cover. A keeper.
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